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Six Months After the Earthquake…There was no electricity, 

no gas, no water. It was freezing and we couldn„t go to sleep on the night 

of March 11th. Even though it was March, and considered Spring, there 

was nothing that made us think of the beautiful springtime. However, six 

months later, as life returns  to „normal‟, we also realize that care and 

passion for helping people in the disaster area has diminished as time 

goes by. Mother Teresa said, “The opposite of love is not hate, but 

 indifference.” We ask God to teach us to love as He loves.          

East Japan Disaster  Rel ie f  commiss ion  /   キリストの教会東日本復興支援委員会  

～光～HIKARI(LIGHT)～ 

  Movement in the life of Ishinomaki & its people 

 The autumn season is upon us. Average temperatures in the fall and winter 

months in Miyagi prefecture are 5 degrees lower than Tokyo. Winters in 

Miyagi can be severe. Our concern now lies in how to keep the people 

warm: those who have lost houses, and those who houses are yet to be  

repaired. However, in the past three months in Ishinomaki, many people 

have gradually left evacuation centers and moved into temporary housing. 

There aren‟t many job opportunities so many people are forced to look for 

work in other places. The government has been working towards an  

immediate restitution plan, but it‟s taking longer than hoped for or  

expected. Ishinomaki‟s residents have a variety of reactions to these 

changes. Some are grateful for a step towards a new start in the temporary 

housing, others continue to be dedicated to volunteer work in hopes of  

recovery for their city and its people, and yet others are completely  

overwhelmed and cannot take a step towards starting over again.  

     Reshaping the relief work 

Alongside those rebuilding their lives, we realize the tasks and focus of our relief work 

is being reshaped and adjusted. Most major debris left by the tsunami has been cleared 

off the streets in Ishinomaki, and traffic signals and road signs are slowly being replaced 

and repaired.  People are walking along the streets again, stores are reopening for  

business and becoming stocked as normal.  Material and physical needs are not as  

critical as they once were.But now, mental and emotional support is more of a demand. 

The living conditions in temporary housing is not desirable or ideal. Victims have to live 

in small rooms with thin walls through which neighbors can hear each other, and single 

paned windows. Sometimes there are cold draughts, and even rain leaks from the recent 

typhoon.  Most victims have been assigned temporary housing in other neighborhoods or 

cities and have to live close with strangers. For those who live in their house damaged 

by the tsunami or earthquake, they are facing the winter with no floors or unfinished 

repairs to walls and roofs. All face the loss of belongings, their job, and the loss of  

family members or close friends.  They continue to suffer from the trauma of the  

disaster, and face great stress and uncertainty in their future. We must be attentive to 

people and sensitive to their different circumstances and mental/emotional states.            

Picture: Trash drifted ashore (Watanoha neighbourhood) 

Picture: Trash drifted ashore (Watanoha neighbourhood)  

        

   Ignite your light in us. The light   

  which each of us has is small, but 

  unite us so that we can shine brighter  

  together. We pray that this light will 

   warm the victims who are suffering   

  from the earthquake and tsunami. 

Our prayer: Be a light 

Life in the Disaster Area now… 

Reaching out to the heart of each victim 
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Month Day Activity (○:Ishinomaki  △:Mito) 

March  11th The East Japan Disaster: Great Earthquake &  

Tsunami 

April 11th～13th  ○  Inspection trip to Miyagi  

△ Inauguration of the East Japan relief  committee  

 

May 

 

29th～7th 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

22th～25th 

○  Cleaning  a park, houses, and the roads 

○  BBQ and distribution of supplies  

△  Selection and commissioning of Disaster Relief  

      Team (based in Mito) 

 

 

June 

 

3rd～8th 
 

11th～15th 
 

18th～22th 
 

24th～29th 

○  Cleaning street gutters and houses   

○  BBQ and distributions   

○  Playing with children and visiting people in 

      Ishinomaki  

July 

 

（3rd～

6th） 
 

10th～13th 

15th～20th 
 

31th～ 
Aug. 3rd 

○  Cleaning houses and street gutters  

○  BBQ and distributions 

○  Playing with children and visiting people 

     in Ishinomaki  

 

 

August 

 

 
 

7th～10th 
 
 

21～Sep. 1st 

○  Cleaning gutters and houses   

○  Playing with children and visiting people  

○  Cleaning Sendai church of Christ base and  

     spending time with the people of Ishinomaki 

 

 

 

An Overview of the Relief Effort (April –August 2011) 

Total days of work in Miyagi: 10   

Number of volunteers: 18 

Total days of work in Miyagi: 14    

Number of volunteers: 20 

Total days of work in Miyagi: 15    
Number of volunteers: 9 

Total days of work in Miyagi: 18 

   Number of volunteers: 11 

During half of each month, we use Sendai church of Christ as our base for eating, sleeping, worship, meeting, and 

storing supplies. Over the last four and a half months, around 50 different volunteers (besides the team) have  

participated in the relief work.  We have provided supplies and distributed food to well over 300 people. We cleaned 

up a local park and many houses.  We‟ve played with children, helped support community events, and visited people 

regularly with whom we‟re building deeper relationships. Together with building trust and a partnership with „Be 

One‟, we are also building trusting relationships and partnership with the people of Ishinomaki. 

A Summary from March to August 2011 

Pictures: One of the Volunteer groups (May) 

Pictures: One of the Volunteer groups (June) 

Pictures: One of the Volunteer groups (July) 

Pictures: One of the Volunteer groups (August)  
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What we can do… 

     Long term support is needed.  

Mr. Shiro Obata said, “Relief work is not like a 100m dash, but a marathon.” Mr. Obata is the minister at  

Haruna church of Christ and has experience in disaster relief from the Great Hanshin and Awaji Earthquake 

in 1995.  Immediately following the earthquake, he went to Kobe and initiated relief work.  He spent three 

years travelling between Tokyo and Kobe with a small group of volunteers from Ochanomizu church, where 

he was minister at the time.He shared the importance of 

being sensitive to the needs of the victims depending on 

the time and circumstances. Furthermore, he emphasized 

creating a comfortable environment in spending time with 

the victims and providing psychological, emotional and 

spiritual care for them. Although the townscape is quickly 

restored as it was before, the life of the victims who lived 

there are never the same. Therefore, we must give loving 

care to the victims. The volunteers and the relief team 

need to show love to the victims.  So as the body of 

Christ, we wonder what God is calling us to do.  We are 

the body of Christ, His church.  We believe God wants us 

to pray, encourage, and actively help each other using His 

wisdom.  We pray that He will bind all of us together and 

make us one through the power of His love. Through His love, His goodness will be shown to others. 

 

     Introduction to the Disaster Relief Team  

 These four individuals were chosen to be the team to head up disaster relief since April 2011. They go to 

Ishinomaki for relief work, coordinate and lead volunteers, communicate with other churches, and report to 

the leadership organization.  Please pray that they will be guided by God and serve wholeheartedly for Him. 

  

        Joel Osborne             Hiroaki Akahoshi             Emiko Namae                 Gaku Osugi 

      

 

Graduate of York College, 
majored in English and 
Education.  A missionary 
serving with Mito church 
of Christ, and formerly 
served in Sendai. 

Graduate of Abilene 
Christian University,  

majored in marketing. 
Fluent in Japanese and 
English.  

Graduate of Abilene 
Christian University, 
majored in psychology. 
Fluent in Japanese and 
English.  

Graduate (bachelor 
and master) of Tohoku 
University, majored in 
material engineering. 

Pictures: Church of Christ East Japan Disaster Relief Organization meeting  

B/ Think together   
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We visited Mrs. S in Saiwai-cho, a neighbourhood in Ishinomaki. Whenever we visit her, she always  

welcomes us with a big smile and a loud voice.  She prepares food for us every time: this time, she laid 
out peaches, cherries, cheese, and energy drinks she had received or purchased.  We never stop laughing 
when we’re with her.  She always calls her daughter in Tokyo (whom we never met), and makes Joel 
speak with her. She’s very eccentric, but somehow it’s comforting. 

In spite of her cheerfulness, she’s a victim who lost her  

second daughter in  the tsunami. She lives alone now.   

Saiwai-cho is one of the most damaged areas in Ishinomaki. 
The tsunami reached the second floor, many houses and 
people were washed away, and many bodies were strewn 
along the streets.  Those houses that remained were  

damaged badly, and many survivors abandoned the 
neighbourhood to start over somewhere else.  But Mrs. S 
remains in her house, in her neighbourhood, and tries to be 
cheerful.   

Her daughter in Tokyo told us she worries about her 
mother.  She says she is happy when others are there, but 
cries when she’s alone.  At first, the daughter used to come 
to Ishinomaki every week to see her mother, but now she 
can only come once a month, and her mother won’t leave Ishinomaki or go see her.  The daughter is  

worried about her mother’s loneliness and quality of life. 

Even though it seems we go to places and meet people randomly, I believe God has a reason and plans to 
lead us to certain places and people.  

Mrs. S says, “Thank you for always remembering me.” I always want to say to her that “Thank you for  

always waiting for us and welcoming us.”       

Living Cheerfully in Suffering and Trials 

C/ Meet A Resident of Ishinomaki 

Picture: having fun with Mrs. S  

 Thanksgiving  for  all of the support and prayers being offered worldwide by Christian brothers and sisters. 

 Ask daily for wisdom, love and guidance by the Holy Spirit for the Disaster Relief team.  Also, pray for the 
leadership committee, and for groups of volunteers to have God’s protection in their service with the Relief 
Team. 

 Seek God’s blessing for our partners in “Be One”. 

 Pray  earnestly for the  victims,  that  God  may  bring restoration, healing and comfort to their lives. 

 Pray  for  the  relationships between the victims and the Disaster Relief team, that through this difficult time 
they can grow stronger by the love experienced and the words which God gives. 

Prayer  Requests   

 †For more information about the relief work,  
         go to http://eastjapanrelief.wordpress.com 

Contact Information: phone/fax: 029-(231)-1669, e-mail: going.beyond.wj@gmail.com, 

address: c/o Mito Church of Christ, 1-2-35, Omachi, Mito, Ibaraki, Japan, 310-0062 


